The efficient representation and management of simplicial and cell complexes is an active research topic in several fields, including geometric modeling, computer graphics, scientific visualization, and geographic data processing. In this paper, we propose the Stellar tree, a topological data structure for performing efficient topological queries on simplicial and non-simplicial complexes. We prove that a Stellar tree provides a scalable, compact and flexible data structure to represent these complexes, using a fraction of the memory required by a corresponding topological data structure on the global complex.
Introduction
Efficient mesh data structures play a fundamental role in a broad range of mesh processing applications in computer graphics, geometric modeling, scientific visualization, geographic information systems, finite element analysis, and in data analysis and machine learning. Although simple problems can be easily modeled on small low dimensional meshes, phenomena of interest might only occur on much larger meshes and in higher dimensions. Thus, we often require flexibility to deal with increasingly complex meshes including those defined by irregularly connected heterogeneous and/or multidimensional cell types discretizing spaces with complicated topology. Moreover, as advances in computing capabilities continue to outpace those in memory, it becomes increasingly important to optimize and exploit the mesh locality as we process and locally query it. Such queries are the primary means of interacting with the mesh and have historically been posed in terms of a few spatial and topological primitives. However, while there are simple, intuitive models for representing polygonal surfaces, there are numerous challenges in generalizing these structures to higher dimensions and in scaling to large meshes.
In this paper, we first introduce the Stellar decomposition, a model for topological data structures that can efficiently navigate the topological connectivity of simplicial complexes and certain classes of cell complexes, e.g. those composed of quadrilaterals, polygons, hexahedra, prisms and pyramids. The defining property of a Stellar decomposition is that the complex is broken up into regions, where each region is a collection of vertices of the complex, and each vertex within a region has sufficient information to locally reconstruct its star, i.e., the set of cells from the complex that are incident in that vertex.
A Stellar decomposition is general, in that it can easily represent arbitrary complexes with a manifold or nonmanifold domain, scalable to complexes both in high dimensions and with a large number of cells, and flexible in that it enables users to defer decisions about which topological connectivity relations to encode. It, therefore, supports the generation of optimal application-dependent local data structures at runtime. Due to the locality of successive queries in typical mesh processing applications, the construction costs of these local topological data structures are amortized over multiple mesh operations while processing a local region.
We introduce the Stellar tree as a concrete instance of the Stellar decomposition model. Stellar trees utilize a hierarchical nD-quadtree or kD-tree as decomposition and are easily tunable using a single parameter that defines the maximum number of vertices in each local region of the decomposition.
In this paper we present:
1. the formal theoretical definition of a Stellar decomposition that provides a solid base for several possible representations exploiting this type of decomposition; 2. the definition of a compact encoding for the entities indexed by each region of the decomposition; 3. the definition of a concrete spatio-topological representation of the Stellar decomposition, the Stellar tree. The decomposition in a Stellar tree is based on a hierarchical spatial index, and thus, the indexed complex is spatially embedded; 4. the description of the procedures for exploiting the spatial coherence of the indexed entities and for compressing the Stellar tree representation through a compact encoding; 5. the description of a generic paradigm that can be adopted by any application defined on top of the Stellar tree. The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. In Sections 2 and 3, we review background notions and related work respectively. In Section 4, we provide the definition of Stellar decomposition, in which we define all the components of a Stellar decomposition, plus the mapping functions that define the relation between the indexed entities and the regions of the decomposition. Then, we describe the encoding of the complex and of the entities indexed by the regions of the decomposition. In Section 5, we give the definition of a spatio-topological representation defined on top of the Stellar decomposition, the Stellar tree, and then, the encoding of the hierarchical decomposition. In Section 6, we describe in details the algorithms defined to generate a Stellar tree and those that exploit the spatial locality of the indexed entities. In Section 7, we give a complete comparison between the Stellar tree and several state-of-the-art topological data structures for manifold and non-manifold complexes.
Background notions
In this section, we review notions related to cell and simplicial complexes, the basic combinatorial structures for representing discretized shapes. Throughout the paper, we use n to denote the dimension of the ambient space, d to represent the maximum dimension of the underlying complex and k to denote the dimension of a cell from the complex, where 0 ≤ k ≤ d and typically d ≤ n.
A k-dimensional cell in the n-dimensional Euclidean space E n is a subset of E n homeomorphic to a closed k-dimensional ball B k = {x ∈ E k : x ≤ 1}. A ddimensional cell complex Γ in E n is a finite set of cells with disjoint interiors and of dimension at most d such that the boundary of each k-cell γ consists of the union of the other cells of Γ with dimension less than k. A cell which does not belong to the boundary of any other cell in Γ is called a top cell. Γ is a pure cell complex when all top cells have dimension d. The subset of E n spanned by the cells of Γ is called the domain of Γ.
In this paper, we are concerned with a restricted class of cell complexes whose cells can be fully reconstructed by their set of vertices, e.g. via a canonical ordering [Schoof and Yarberry, 1994 , Poirier et al., 1998 , Remacle and Shephard, 2003 , Tautges, 2010 . We refer to this class of complexes as Canonical Polytope complexes (CP complexes) and note that it includes simplicial complexes, cubical complexes, polygonal cell complexes and heterogeneous meshes with cells from the finite element 'zoo' (e.g. simplices, hexahedra, pyramids, and prisms).
A pair of cells in a CP complex Σ are incident if one is a face of the other and h-adjacent if they have the same dimension and are incident in a common h-face. We informally refer to vertices (0-cells) as adjacent if they are both incident in a common edge (1-cell) and, similarly, for k-cells that are incident in a common (k−1)-cell. The (combinatorial) boundary of a CP cell σ is defined by the set of its faces. The star of a CP cell σ , denoted St(σ ), is the set of its co-faces, i.e., CP cells in Σ that have σ as a face. The link of a CP cell σ , denoted Lk(σ ), is the set of all the faces of cells in St(σ ) that are not incident in σ . Two h-cells σ and σ in Σ are h-connected if there is a sequence of (h−1)-adjacent h-cells in Σ from σ to σ .
We can now define a d-dimensional CP complex Σ as a set of CP-cells in E n of dimension at most d such that:
1. Σ contains all CP-cells in the boundary of the CPcells in Σ;
negative integer. A k-simplex σ is the convex hull of k + 1 independent points in E n (with k ≤ n), called vertices of σ . A face of a k-simplex σ is an h-simplex (0 ≤ h ≤ k) generated by h + 1 vertices of σ . Another important notion is that of a (combinatorial) manifold. A subset M of the Euclidean space E n is called a d-manifold, with d ≤ n, if and only if every point of M has a neighborhood homeomorphic to the open d-dimensional ball. For CP complexes, this corresponds to the condition that the link of every vertex is a combinatorial (d−1)-sphere, which becomes an undecidable problem for d > 4 [Nabutovsky, 1996] . A more practical concept for the purpose of representing CP complexes is that of pseudomanifold. A pure CP complex is pseudo-manifold when its top cells are all d-connected and its (d−1)-cells are incident in at most two d-cells. Informally, we refer to the connected and compact subspace of E n not satisfying the manifold conditions as non-manifold.
Queries on a cell complex are often posed in terms of topological relations defined by the adjacencies and incidences of its cells. Let us consider a CP complex Σ and a k-cell σ ∈ Σ, with 0 ≤ k ≤ d:
-a boundary relation R k,p (σ ), with 0 ≤ p < k, consists of the p-cells of Σ in the boundary of σ ;
-a co-boundary relation R k,q (σ ), with k < q ≤ n, consists of the q-cells of Σ in the star of σ ;
-an adjacency relation R k,k (σ ) consists of the set of k-cells of Σ that are adjacent to σ .
Related work
In this section, we review the state of the art on topological mesh data structures and hierarchical spatial indexes.
Topological mesh data structures
There has been much research on efficient representations for manifold cell and simplicial complexes, especially for the 2D case (see [De Floriani and Hui, 2005] for a comprehensive survey of topological data structures for manifold and non-manifold shapes). A topological mesh data structure over a cell complex encodes a subset of its topological relations and supports the efficient reconstruction of the local topological connectivity over its elements. Topological data structures can be classified according to: (i) the dimension of the cell complex, (ii) the domain to be approximated, i.e., manifolds, pure and non-pure shapes, non-manifold shapes, (iii) the subset of topological information directly encoded, and (iv) the organization of topological information directly encoded, i.e., explicit or implicit data structures. The explicit cells and connectivity relations can either be allocated on demand using small local structures, or contiguously, e.g. using arrays. In the former case, pointers are used to reference the elements, which can be useful when the data structure needs to support frequent updates to the underlying cells or their connectivity. In the latter case, indexes of the cells within the array can be used to efficiently reference the elements.
Broadly speaking, topological data structures can be categorized as incidence-based or adjacency-based representations. Whereas incidence-based data structures primarily encode their topological connectivity through incidence relations over all cells in the complex, adjacency-based data structures primarily encode their connectivity through adjacency relations over the top cells of complex.
The Incidence Graph (IG) [Edelsbrunner, 1987] is the prototypical incidence-based data structure for arbitrary shapes discretized by cell complexes in arbitrary dimension. The IG explicitly encodes all cells of a given cell complex Γ, and for each p-cell γ, its immediate boundary and co-boundary relations (i.e., R p,p−1 and R p,p+1 ). Several compact representations with the same expressive power as the IG have been developed for simplicial complexes [De Floriani et al., 2004 , which typically require less than half the storage space as the IG [Canino and De Floriani, 2014] . Perhaps the most common incidence-based data structure for polygonal 2-complexes is the half-edge data structure [Mantyla, 1988] , which encodes the incidences among edges, their bounding vertices, and co-bounding faces. Combinatorial maps [Lienhardt, 1994, Damiand and Lienhardt, 2014] generalize this notion to higher dimensions.
A more compact alternative provided by an Indexed data structure [Lawson, 1977] which explicitly encodes only vertices, top cells and the boundary relations from top cells to their vertices. Since the cells of a CP complex are entirely determined by their ordered list of vertices, this provides sufficient information to efficiently extract all boundary relations among the cells, but not the co-boundary or adjacency relations. The Indexed data structure with Adjacencies (IA) [Paoluzzi et al., 1993 , Nielson, 1997 extends the indexed representation to manifold simplicial complexes of arbitrary dimension by explicitly encoding adjacency relation R d,d , leading to an adjacency-based representation. All remaining topological relations can be efficiently recovered if we also encode a single top simplex in the star of each vertex (i.e., a subset of relation R 0,d ).
The Corner- Table  ( CoT) data structure [Rossignac et al., 2001 ] is also an adjacency-based data structure. It is defined only for conforming triangle meshes, where it has the same representational power as the IA data structure. It uses corners as a conceptual abstraction to represent individual vertices of a triangle and encodes topological relations among corners and their incident vertices and triangles. The Sorted Opposite Table ( SOT) data structure [Gurung and Rossignac, 2009] extends the Corner-Table data structure to tetrahedral meshes and introduces several storage optimizations. Most notably, the SOT is able to reconstruct boundary relation R d,0 from co-boundary relations R 0,d (implicitly encoded) and R d,d relations (explicitly encoded), reducing the SOT's topological overhead by nearly a factor of two. Since modifications to the mesh require non-local reconstructions of the associated data structures, this representation is suitable for applications in which the mesh is static.
The Generalized Indexed data structure with Adjacencies (IA * data structure) [Canino et al., 2011] extends the representational domain of the IA data structure to non-manifold and mixed dimensional simplicial complexes. The IA * data structure is compact, in the sense that it gracefully degrades to the IA data structure in locally manifold neighborhoods of the mesh, and has been shown to be more compact than incidencebased data structures, especially as the dimension increases [Canino and De Floriani, 2014] .
The Simplex tree [Boissonnat and Maria, 2014 ] also encodes general simplicial complexes of arbitrary dimension.
It explicitly stores all simplices of the complex within a trie [Fredkin, 1960] whose nodes are in bijection with the simplices of the complex. An analysis in [Fugacci et al., 2015] indicates that the IA * data structure (provided by the Mangrove TDS library [MTDSL, 2014] ) is 10-30% more compact than a lightweight Simplex tree implementation (provided by the GUDHI library [GUDHI, 2016] without co-boundary relations).
The Skeleton-Blocker data structure [Attali et al., 2012 ] encodes simplicial complexes that are close to flag complexes (simplicial complexes whose cells are entirely determined from the structure of the 1-skeleton) and has been successfully employed for executing edge contractions on such complexes. It encodes the 1-skeleton and the blockers, simplices that are not in Σ, but whose faces are. Its generation procedure is computationally intensive for general simplicial complexes since it has to insert simplices of all dimensions in order to identify the blockers.
We compare the Stellar tree representation with the IA, CoT, and SOT data structures as well as the Simplex tree, and IA * data structures in Section 7.3.
Hierarchical spatial indexes
A spatial index is a data structure used for indexing spatial information, such as points, lines or surfaces in the Euclidean space. Spatial indexes form a decomposition of the embedding space into regions. This can be driven by: 1. an object-based or a space-based criterion for generating the decomposition. 2. an organization of the regions, i.e., using a hierarchical or a non-hierarchical (flat) organization. The two characteristics are independent, and thus, for example, we can have hierarchical object-based decompositions, as well as flat space-based ones.
We now consider how the regions of a decomposition can intersect. In an overlapping decomposition the intersection between the regions can be non-empty on both the interiors and on the boundary of their domain, while, in a non-overlapping decomposition intersections can only occur on domain boundaries. We say that a region is nested within another region if it is entirely contained within that region. In the remainder of this section, we focus on hierarchical spatial indexes, which can be classified by the dimensionality of the underlying ambient space and by the types of entities indexed.
Hierarchical spatial indexes for point data are provided by Point Region (PR) quadtrees/octrees and kDtrees [Samet, 2006] . In these indexes, the shape of the tree is independent of the order in which the points are inserted, and the points are only indexed by leaf blocks. The storage requirements of these structures can be reduced by allowing leaf blocks to index multiple points, as in the bucket PR quadtree/octree [Samet, 2006] , whose bucketing threshold determines the number of points that can be indexed by a leaf block before it is refined.
Several data structures have been proposed for spatial indexing of polygonal maps (PM), including graphs and planar triangle meshes. PM quadtrees [Samet and Webber, 1985] extend the PR quadtrees to represent polygonal maps considered as a structured collection of edges. While there are several variants (PM 1 , PM 2 , PM 3 and the randomized PMR), which differ in the criterion used to refine leaf blocks, all maintain within the leaf blocks a list of intersecting edges from the mesh. The PM 2 -Triangle quadtree [De Floriani et al., 2008] specializes PM quadtrees over triangle meshes and has been applied to terrain models. The PM index family has also been extended to PM octrees encoding polyhedral objects in 3D [Carlbom et al., 1985 , Navazo, 1989 , Samet, 2006 , where the subdivision rules have been adjusted to handle edges and polygonal faces of the mesh elements. In , we have developed a collection of spatial indexes for tetrahedral meshes, that we call Tetrahedral trees.
We note that data structures in the PM family are spatial data structures optimized for efficient spatial queries on a complex (e.g., point location, containment and proximity queries) and are not equipped to reconstruct the connectivity of the complex. In contrast, the PR-star octree [Weiss et al., 2011 ] is a topological data structure for tetrahedral meshes embedded in 3D space. It augments the bucket PR octree with a list of tetrahedra incident in the vertices of its leaf blocks, i.e., those in the star of its vertices. This data structure has been shown to be effective with geometrical and topological applications including local curvature estimation, mesh validation and simplification [Weiss et al., 2011] , morphological feature extraction [Weiss et al., 2013] and morphological simplification [Fellegara et al., 2014] .
In this paper, we have generalized the PR-star data structure to handle a broader class of complexes (CP complexes) in arbitrary dimensions and with an arbitrary domain (i.e., non-manifold and non-pure complexes). At the same time, our new leaf block encoding further exploits the spatial coherence of the mesh, yielding a significant storage saving compared to PR-star trees (see Section 7.2).
Other approaches utilize a spatial index to reduce the memory requirements for out-of-core or memory intensive mesh processing. [Cignoni et al., 2003b] introduce an external memory spatial data structure for triangle meshes embedded in E 3 . Whereas, our aim is to enable efficient topological operations on the elements of general simplicial and CP complexes, the objective of [Cignoni et al., 2003b] is to support compact out-ofcore processing of massive triangle meshes. Since their data structure is dimension-specific, exploiting geometric and topological properties of triangle meshes in E 3 , it would be difficult to generalize to more general CP complexes and to higher dimensions. [Dey et al., 2010] use an octree to index a large triangle mesh for localized Delaunay remeshing. Due to the significant overhead associated with their computations, their octrees are typically shallow, containing very few octree blocks. [Cignoni et al., 2003a , Cignoni et al., 2004 associate patches of triangles with the simplicial regions of a multiresolution diamond hierarchy [Weiss and De Floriani, 2011] for interactive rendering and visualization of triangulated terrains and polygonal models.
The Stellar decomposition
The Stellar decomposition is a model for data structures representing Canonical Polytope (CP) complexes. We denote a CP complex as Σ, and its ordered lists of vertices and top CP cells as Σ V and Σ T , respectively. We provide a definition of the Stellar decomposition in Section 4.1 and describe its encoding in Section 4.2.
Definition
Given a CP complex Σ, a decomposition ∆ of its vertices Σ V is a collection of subsets of Σ V such that every vertex v ∈ Σ V belongs to at least one of these subsets. We will refer to the elements of decomposition ∆ as regions and we will denote a region as r.
A Stellar decomposition S D defines a map from the regions of a decomposition ∆ of its vertex set Σ V to the vertices and top CP cells of a complex Σ. Formally, a Stellar decomposition is defined by three components:
2. a decomposition ∆ whose regions cover the vertices of Σ;
3. a map Φ from regions of ∆ to entities of Σ.
Thus, a Stellar decomposition is a triple S D = (Σ, ∆, Φ).
Since Σ is entirely characterized by its vertices and top CP cells, we define map Φ in terms of the two components: Φ V ERT defines the mapping to vertices and Φ T OP defines the mapping to top CP cells. For the vertices, we have a map from ∆ to Σ V based on an application-dependent belonging property. Formally,
While a region r in ∆ is associated with a subset of vertices from Σ V , the above definition does not limit a vertex v ∈ Σ V to be in a single region. However, we do require that each vertex belongs to at least one region, i.e. we impose the following additional property: The Stellar decomposition gets its name from the properties of its top cell map Φ T OP . For each region r of ∆, Φ T OP (r) is the set of all top CP cells of Σ T incident in one or more vertices of Φ V ERT (r). In other words, Φ T OP (r) is defined by the union of cells in the star of the vertices in Φ V ERT (r). Formally, Φ T OP : ∆ → P(Σ T ) is a function from the regions of ∆ to the powerset of Σ T , where
(1) Figure 2 illustrates mapping Φ T OP for two regions of the decomposition of Figure 1 (b) on a triangle mesh defined over its vertices. We note that Φ T OP is based on a topological rather than a spatial property. A top CP cell σ is only mapped to a region r when one (or more) of its vertices is mapped to r under Φ V ERT . Specifically, it does not depend on spatial overlap. To characterize this representation, we define the spanning number χ σ of top cells in a Stellar decomposition as the number of regions to which a top CP cell is mapped.
, the spanning number χ σ of a CP cell σ ∈ Σ T is the number of regions in ∆ that map to σ . Formally,
It is also interesting to consider the average spanning number χ as a global characteristic of the efficiency of a Stellar decomposition over a complex measuring the average number of times each top CP cell is represented.
Definition 4.2
The average spanning number χ of a Stellar decomposition S D is the average number of regions indexing a top CP cell σ . Formally,
Encoding
In this section, we describe how we represent the two components of a Stellar decomposition, providing a detailed description of the data structures for representing a CP complex (subsection 4.2.1) and a compressed encoding for the regions of the decomposition (subsection 4.2.2). We do not describe how the decomposition ∆ is represented, as this is specific to each concrete realization of the Stellar decomposition model.
Indexed representation of the CP complex
We assume that the underlying CP complex is represented as an indexed complex, which encodes the spatial position of the vertices and the boundary relation R k,0 of each top k-simplex in Σ. In the following, we discuss the case of a
We use an array-based representation for the vertices and top cells of Σ. Since the arrays are stored contiguously, each vertex v has a unique position index i v in the Σ V array and similarly each top CP cell σ in the Σ T array associated with its dimension has a unique position index i σ . The Σ V array encodes the position of each vertex v in Σ, requiring a total of n·|Σ V | coordinates. The top CP cells are encoded using separate arrays Σ T k for each dimension k ≤ d that has top CP cells in Σ. Σ T k encodes the boundary connectivity from its top CP cells to their vertices, i.e., relation R k,0 in terms of the indices i v of the vertices of its cells within Σ V . This requires |R k,0 (σ )| references for a top k-cell σ , e.g. (k+1) vertex indices for a k-simplex and 2 k references for a k-cube. Thus, the total storage cost of the indexed mesh representation is:
We note that, in typical cases, where Σ is pure (i.e., its top CP cells all have the same dimension d), Σ requires only two arrays: one for the vertices and one for the top cells.
A compressed region representation
In this subsection, we discuss two encoding strategies for the data mapped to each region of the decomposition. We begin with a simple strategy that explicitly encodes the arrays of vertices and top CP cells mapped to each region and work our way to a compressed representation of these lists. Coupling this compressed representation with a reorganization of the vertices and cells of the CP complex that exploits the spatial locality of its cells (as we will describe in Section 6) yields a significant reduction in storage requirements for a Stellar decomposition, as we will demonstrate in Section 7.2.
Recall that under Φ, each region r in ∆ maps to a list of vertices r V and a list of top CP cells r T from the complex Σ. A straightforward strategy would be to encode lists of vertices and top CP cells that explicitly list the mapped elements for each region r. We refer to this as the EXPLICIT Stellar decomposition encoding. An example of the EX-PLICIT encoding for a single region with six vertices in r V and twenty triangles in r T is shown in Figure 3 .
It is apparent that the above encoding can be very expensive due to the redundant encoding of top CP cells with vertices in multiple regions. A less obvious redundancy is that it does not account for the locality of the elements induced by the spatial clustering.
We now consider a COMPRESSED Stellar decomposition encoding that compacts the vertex and top CP cells lists in each region r by exploiting the locality of the elements within r. The COMPRESSED encoding reduces the storage requirements within region lists by replacing runs of incrementing consecutive sequences of indices using a generalization of run-length encoding (RLE) [Held and Marshall, 1991] . RLE is a form of data compression in which runs of consecutive identical values are encoded as pairs of integers representing the value and repetition count, rather than as multiple copies of the original value. For example, in Figure 4a , the four entries with value '2' are compacted into a pair of entries [-2, 4] , where a negative first number indicates the start of a run and its value, while the second number indicates the run's length.
While we do not have such duplicated runs in our indexed representation, we often have incrementing sequences of indexes, such as {40,41,42,43,44}, within a local vertex list r V or top CP cells list r T . We therefore use a generalized RLE scheme to compress such sequences, which we refer to as Sequential Range Encoding (SRE). SRE encodes a run of consecutive non-negative indexes using a pair of integers, representing the starting index, and the number of remaining elements in the range. As with RLE, we can intersperse runs (sequences) with nonruns in the same list by negating the starting index of a run (e.g. [-40, 4] for the above example). Thus, it is easy to determine whether or not we are in a run while we iterate through a sequential range encoded list. A nice feature of this scheme is that it allows us to dynamically append individual elements or runs to an SRE list with no storage overhead. Furthermore, we can easily expand a compacted range by replacing its entries with the first two values of the range and appending the remaining values to the end of the list. Figure 4b shows an example SRE list over a given sequence, where, e.g., the sequence {1,2,3,4} is represented with the pair [-1, 3] . In order to compare the EXPLICIT and COMPRESSED representations of the Stellar decomposition, we introduce a global characteristic that measures the average storage requirements for a top CP cell in a Stellar decomposition representation.
Definition 4.3
The average reference number µ of a Stellar decomposition is the average number of references required to encode a top CP cell in the r T lists of the regions in ∆. Formally:
where |r T | is the size of the top CP cells list in a region r.
In contrast to the average spanning number χ, which is a property of the decomposition, the average reference number µ is a property of how the decomposition in encoded. An EXPLICIT representation is equivalent to a COMPRESSED representation without any compressed runs, and, thus, it is always the case that µ ≤ χ. In the EXPLICIT representation (i.e. without any sequence-based compression), µ = χ, while in the COMPRESSED representation, µ decreases as the compression of the r T lists becomes more effective. Figure 5 illustrates a COMPRESSED representation of the mesh from Figure 3 after its vertex and triangle arrays have been reordered (in an external process) and highlights its sequential ranges, where r V requires a single run to encode the indexed vertices and r T requires four sequential runs to encode the indices of its triangles. 
The Stellar tree
The Stellar decomposition is a general model that is agnostic about how the decomposition is attained and about its relationship to the underlying CP complex. Thus, for example, we can define a Stellar decomposition using Voronoi decompositions or regular or irregular tilings covering the vertices of a given CP complex. In this section, we introduce the Stellar tree as a class of Stellar decompositions defined over nested spatial decompositions of the ambient space and discuss some of our design decisions. Before defining a Stellar tree (Section 5.1) and its encoding (Section 5.2), we review some underlying notions.
Background The ambient space A is the subset of E n in which the data is embedded. We consider the region bounding the ambient space to be a hyper-rectangular axisaligned bounding block, which we refer to simply as a block. A k-dimensional closed block b in E n , with k ≤ n, is the Cartesian product of k closed intervals [l i , u i ], with i = 1, . . . n, where exactly k of them are non-degenerate, i.e., We now focus on nested decompositions, hierarchical space-based decompositions whose overlapping blocks are nested and whose leaf blocks ∆ L (i.e. those without any nested blocks) form a non-overlapping cover of the ambient space A. The nesting relationship of the blocks defines a containment hierarchy H, which can be described using a rooted tree. The root H ROOT of the tree covers the ambient space A; the leaves H L of the tree correspond to the set of leaf blocks ∆ L of the decomposition; and the internal nodes H I of the tree correspond to the internal blocks ∆ I of the decomposition.
Nested decompositions can adopt different hierarchical refinement strategies. Among the most popular are those based on regular refinement and bisection refinement of simple primitives (e.g. simplices and cubes). A ndimensional block b is regularly refined by adding vertices at all edge and face midpoints of b and replacing b with 2 n disjoint blocks covering b. This generates quadtrees in 2D, and octrees in 3D [Samet, 2006] . In bisection refinement, a block is bisected along an axis-aligned hyperplane into two blocks, generating kD-trees [Bentley, 1975] .
Definition
Since a Stellar tree S T is a type of Stellar decomposition, it consists of three components: 1. a CP complex Σ embedded in an ambient space A; 2. a nested decomposition ∆ covering the domain of Σ; and 3. a map Φ from blocks of ∆ to entities of Σ. The nested decomposition is described by a containment hierarchy H, represented by a tree whose blocks use the half-open boundary convention to ensure that every point in the domain is covered by exactly one leaf block.
Since Stellar trees are defined over nested spatial decompositions that cover the ambient space, we customize the vertex mapping function Φ V ERT to partition the vertices according to spatial containment: each vertex is mapped to its single containing leaf block. Formally,
A 2D example is shown in Figure 6 , where a set of points are mapped to the leaf blocks of ∆ through Φ V ERT .
The top CP cells mapping function Φ T OP for a Stellar tree has the same definition as for the Stellar decomposition (see Equation 1). However, a consequence of the unique mapping of each vertex in Φ V ERT is that it provides an upper bound on the spanning number of a cell in a Stellar tree. Specifically, the spanning number χ σ of a CP cell σ is bounded by the cardinality of its vertex incidence relation R k,0 : 1 ≤ χ σ ≤ |R k,0 (σ )|. Figure 7 shows the mapping Φ T OP for two blocks of the nested kD-tree decomposition of Figure 6 (b) over the triangle mesh from Figure 2 .
Once we have defined all the components that form a Stellar tree, we must decide how to generate efficient decompositions of the ambient space in which Σ is embedded. Since the nested decomposition ∆, and consequently the tree H describing it, are determined by the number of vertices indexed by a block, we utilize a bucket PR tree to drive our decomposition. This provides a single tuning parameter, the bucketing threshold, which we denote as k V , that uniquely determines the decomposition for a given complex Σ. Recall that a block b in a bucket PR-tree is considered full when it indexes more than k V vertices (in our case, when
Insertion of a vertex into a full block causes the block to refine and to redistribute its indexed vertices among its children. As such, the domain decomposition of a Stellar tree depends only on the bucketing threshold k V . Smaller values of k V yield deeper hierarchies whose leaf blocks index relatively few vertices and top CP cells, while larger values of k V yield shallower hierarchies with leaf blocks that index more vertices and top CP cells. In other words, k V and the average spanning number χ of a Stellar tree are inversely correlated: χ decreases as k V increases, and top CP cells are, on average, indexed by fewer leaf blocks.
Encoding
We represent the containment hierarchy H using an explicit pointer-based data structure, in which the blocks of H use a type of Node structure that changes state from leaf to internal block during the generation process of a Stellar tree (described in detail in Section 6).
We use a brood-based encoding [Hunter and Willis, 1991] where each block in H encodes a pointer to its parent block and a single pointer to its brood of children. This reduces the overall storage since leaves do not need to encode pointers to each child, and also allows us to use the same representation for n-dimensional quadtrees and kD-trees. We explicitly encode all internal blocks, but only represent leaf blocks b in H with non-empty maps Φ(b). Considering the encodings defined in Section 4.2.2, we can estimate the storage requirements for the EXPLICIT and COMPRESSED Stellar trees. The EXPLICIT Stellar tree requires a total of |Σ V | references for all such vertex lists, since each vertex is indexed by a single leaf block, and a total of χ · |Σ T | references for all top CP cells lists. Thus, the total cost of the EXPLICIT Stellar tree, including the hierarchy (excluding the cost of the indexed mesh) is:
Conversely, in a COMPRESSED Stellar tree, we can reindex the vertex array Σ V such that all vertices mapped to the same leaf block are indexed consecutively (see Section 6.1). Thus, we can encode the b V lists using only two integers per leaf block for a total cost of 2 · |H L | rather than |Σ V |. Moreover, since leaf blocks no longer need to reference an arbitrary list, these two references can be folded into the block's hierarchical representation for b V (i.e. instead of a pointer to a list and a size of the list, we simply encode the range of vertices in the same space). As the cost of representing the b T lists is µ · |Σ T |, the total cost for encoding a COMPRESSED Stellar tree (excluding the cost of the indexed mesh representation) is:
6 Generating a Stellar tree
In this section, we describe how to generate a COM-PRESSED Stellar tree from an indexed CP complex Σ in arbitrary dimensions. This process is organized into four main phases: 1. generate the nested decomposition H by inserting the vertices Σ V into a bucket PR tree with a given bucket threshold k V ; 2. reindex the vertices of Σ according to a traversal of the leaf blocks of H and compress the b V arrays using SRE; 3. insert the top CP cells of Σ into H; 4. reindex the top CP cells of Σ based on locality within common blocks of H and compress the b T arrays using SRE. Our first step is to generate the tree hierarchy H over the vertices of the complex Σ. Given a user-defined bucket threshold k V , we utilize a bucket PR tree index over the vertices Σ V to generate a Stellar nD quadtree or kD-tree decomposition. This is the only phase of our generation process that depends on the geometry of Σ. Although we do not maintain the spatial extents of each tree block, we can reconstruct them from that of the hierarchy's root H ROOT (based on a bounding box enclosing Σ) by tracking the split planes as we descend the tree.
The procedure for inserting a vertex v with index i v in Σ V into H is recursive. We use the geometric position of v to traverse through the internal blocks to the unique leaf block b containing v. After adding v to b (i.e., appending 
Step 3: Update the vertex array indices // 6: UPDATE ARRAY(Σ V , v permutation) i v into the b V array of b), we check if the current block overflows the bucketing threshold k V . If it does, we refine b, reinsert its indexed vertices into its children, and, clear b V . Once the vertices are inserted, the decomposition is fixed. We then reindex the vertices following a traversal of the leaf blocks of H such that all vertices mapped to a leaf block have a contiguous range of indices in the reindexed Σ V (as detailed in Section 6.1). Figure 9 illustrates a reindexing of the vertices of a planar triangle mesh in the plane while generating a decomposition with k V = 4.
After generating the nested decomposition and reindexing the mesh vertices, we insert each top CP k-cell σ of Σ T k , with index i σ in Σ T k into the leaf blocks of H that index its vertices. That is, we iterate through R k,0 (σ ) and ) contains at least one of these vertices. As such, each top CP k-cell σ appears in at least one leaf block of H, and in at most R k,0 (σ ) leaf blocks of H. Due to the vertex reindexing of step (2), this operation is extremely efficient. Determining if a cell's vertex lies in a block requires only a range comparison on its index i v , rather than a geometric point-in-box test against its position.
Finally, we reindex the top CP cell arrays Σ T to better exploit the locality induced by the vertex-based decomposition and compress the local b T arrays using a sequential range encoding over this new index. The reindexing and the compression of the top CP cells is obtained following some traversal of the leaf blocks of H, such that, all top CP cells mapped by the same set of leaf blocks have a contiguous range of indices in the reindexed Σ T . This last step is detailed in Section 6.2. As we demonstrate in Section 7, this yields a significant storage savings.
Reindexing and compressing the vertices
After generating the nested decomposition ∆ and vertex map Φ V ERT for the Stellar tree, we reindex the vertex array Σ V to better exploit the spatial coherence induced by ∆. At the end of this process, each block of H has a consecutive range of indices within the global vertex array Σ V . Since each block has a single contiguous range of vertex indices, it trivially compresses under SRE to two values per block, which we denote as v start and v end . This reindexing procedure is organized into three main steps as outlined in Algorithm 1 and is aided by an auxiliary array v permutation which stores the new index for each vertex in Σ V .
We first perform a depth first traversal of the tree (see Algorithm 2) which generates new indices for the mesh vertices. For each leaf block b, this provides a contiguous range of indices for the list of mapped vertices b V , while for internal blocks, this provides a single contiguous index range for the vertices in all descendant blocks. The new index is then incorporated into the mesh Σ by replacing the vertex indices in the vertex-boundary relation arrays (Algorithm 1, Step 2) and in the vertex array (Algorithm 1,
Step 3).
Reindexing and compressing the top CP cells
After inserting the top CP cells of Σ T into H, we exploit the spatial coherence of the top CP cells array Σ T and compress the tree representation using the COMPRESSED encoding. This procedure is organized into four main phases (see Algorithm 3): 1. navigate the tree to find, for each top CP cell σ , the tuple of leaf blocks that index it. We invert this relation to find, for each such tuple of leaves, the list of top cells mapped to its leaves; 2. generate a new spatially coherent ordering for the top CP cells of Σ T based on the inverted relation from the previous step; 3. apply this ordering to the b T lists of each block and compact the b T leaf block arrays using SRE compression; 4. update Σ T using the new spatially coherent ordering. Algorithm 3 requires three auxiliary data structures:
1. an associative array, M, which maps an (integer) identifier to each unique tuple of leaf blocks; 2. an array of integers, I, having the same number of entries as M. Initially, it is used to track the number of top CP cells associated with each tuple of leaf blocks. In a successive phase, it tracks the next index for a top CP cell in a leaf tuple; 3. an array of integers, t position, of size |Σ T |. Initially, it is used to associate top CP cells with their leaf tuple identifier. In a successive phase, it is used to store the new spatially coherent indices for the top CP cells. Thus, the storage overhead for the auxiliary structures is |Σ T | for the t position and O(|M|) for the map M and the array I.
The reindexing exploits the spatial coherence of top CP cells that are contained into the same set of leaves by translating spatial proximity in A into index-space proximity in Σ T . Figure 10 illustrates this reorganization process over a simple 2D triangle mesh. In the remainder of this section, we summarize the major steps of Algorithm 3.
In the first step (Algorithm EXTRACT LEAF TUPLES), we generate map M, count the number of top CP cells associated with each tuple of leaf blocks in array I and initialize the t position array entries with its tuple identifier. For each leaf block b in H, we visit the top CP cells σ in For each such top CP cell σ with index i σ , we traverse the tree to find the tuple of leaf blocks from the tree that index σ . We then look up its unique identifier key in M (or create a new one and insert it into M). We then increment the count for this tuple (I[key]++), and associate σ with this tuple (t position[i σ ]=key).
Once we have visited H, each entry of t position contains the identifier of the tuple of leaf blocks indexing its corresponding top cell and I contains the number of top CP cells indexed by each leaf tuple. M is no longer needed and we can discard it.
In the next step (Algorithm EXTRACT CELL INDICES), we use the I and t position arrays to find the updated position for each top CP cell in Σ T , which is computed in place in t position. First, we convert the cell counts in array I into starting indexes for the top CP cells grouped by the same set of leaf blocks by taking the prefix sum of array I (I=prefixSum(I)). We then use array I to update the t position array by looping through the top CP cells, and replacing the tuple identifier in t position with the next available index from I and increment the counter in
At this point, t position is a permutation array that encodes a more spatially coherent ordering for the top CP cells and I is no longer needed.
Finally (Algorithm COMPRESS TREE CELLS), we apply the new ordering from array t position to the local b T arrays and sort and SRE compress them. We then use t position to permute the global top CP cells array Σ T .
Evaluation of storage costs
In this section, we evaluate the storage costs of the indexed representation for the underlying CP complex and compare the Stellar tree to several state-of-the-art topological mesh data structures. After introducing the datasets used in our experimental evaluation (Section 7.1), we compare the cost of different Stellar tree encodings (Section 7.2). We then compare the Stellar tree against state-of-the-art topological data structures (Section 7.3).
Experimental datasets
We have performed experiments on a range of CP complex datasets consisting of triangle, quadrilateral, tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes in E 3 as well as several pure nonmanifold higher dimensional simplicial complexes generated through a recursive Sierpinski-like refinement process and several higher dimensional simplicial complexes generated through a Vietoris-Rips generation tool (using Table 1 : Overview of experimental datasets and the generated Stellar trees. For each dataset, we list the type of CP complex and the number of vertices |Σ V | and top CP cells |Σ T |. For each Stellar tree, we list the thresholds k V , the number of blocks in the index (total |H| and leaf |H L |) and the average spanning number χ.
the algorithm from [Zomorodian, 2010] ) and embedded in E 3 . The triangle and tetrahedral meshes are native models ranging from 4 to 28 million triangles and from 24 to 29 million tetrahedra, where we use the term native to refer to models from public domain repositories discretizing objects in space. Since we only had access to relatively small native quad and hex meshes (with tens to hundreds of thousand elements), we have generated some larger models ranging from 12 to 125 million elements from our triangle and tetrahedral models. The generation procedure refines each triangle into three quadrilaterals and each tetrahedron into four hexahedra by adding vertices at the face centroids.
To experiment with pure non-manifold models in higher dimensions, we have generated some models based on a process that we call probabilistic Sierpinski filtering, where we iteratively apply regular refinement to all simplices in the complex and randomly remove a fixed proportion of the generated simplices in each iteration. For our experiments, we have created 5-, 7-and 40-dimensional models using a filtering threshold of 65%, with differing levels of refinement, yielding pure simplicial complexes with 16.5 million to 258 million top simplices.
Finally, to experiment with general simplicial complexes in higher dimensions, we have generated several (non-pure) non-manifold higher dimensional Vietoris-Rips (V-Rips) complexes, which we embed in a lower dimensional space. A V-Rips complex is a flag complex defined by a neighborhood graph over a point cloud whose arcs connect pairs of points with distance less than a userprovided parameter ε. Given the neighborhood graph, the simplices of the V-Rips complexes are defined by its cliques, subsets of the graph vertices that form a complete subgraph. We refer to [Zomorodian, 2010] for further details. For our experiments, we have generated three VRips models over the vertices of a triangle model (LUCY) and of two tetrahedral models (VISMALE and FOOT) from our manifold datasets and set our distance threshold ε to {0.1%, 0.5%, 0.4%} of the bounding box diagonal, respectively. The generated complexes range from 6.39 million to 63.9 million top simplices and from dimensions 7 to 34. Although the generated datasets are synthetic, they provide a good starting point to demonstrate the efficiency of the Stellar tree in higher dimensions.
For every model, we have built two Stellar trees to com-pare the dependence of the performance on our single parameter k V , which determines the maximum number of vertices that each leaf block of the tree can index. These two k V values are chosen to obtain trees with different characteristics: one extremely deep and the other relatively coarse. We have also attempted to maintain similar χ values across the datasets. In the following, we use k S to refer to the smaller k V value and k L for the larger one.
We have also used different spatial indexes to represent the containment hierarchy H based on the dimension n of the ambient space A: in low dimensions, we use a quadtree-like subdivision, and thus, we have a quadtree in 2D, an octree in 3D, and so on, up to 6D; in dimensions higher than 6, we switch to a kD-tree subdivision. While quadtree-like subdivisions are quite efficient in lower dimension, the data becomes sparser in higher dimensions and is better modeled by kD-trees with fewer spatial splits [Samet, 2006] . Table 7 .1 summarizes the number of elements and the sizes of the spatial decompositions for the two Stellar tree representations (k S and k L ) of each experimental dataset. All tests have been performed on a PC equipped with a 3.2 gigahertz Intel i7-3930K CPU with 64 gigabytes of RAM.
Analysis of Stellar tree encodings
We begin by comparing the EXPLICIT and COMPRESSED Stellar tree encodings as well as a VERTEX-COMPRESSED encoding, similar to the PR-star encoding for tetrahedral meshes [Weiss et al., 2011] that compresses only the vertices array but not the top cells arrays. Table 7 .2 lists the storage costs for the indexed 'Base Mesh' as well as the additional costs required for the three Stellar tree encodings, in terms of megabytes (MBs). Note that Stellar trees based on the COMPRESSED encoding are always the most compact.
We first consider the storage requirements of the hierarchical structures and observe that higher values of k V yield significant reductions in memory requirements for the COMPRESSED representation. Whereas the EXPLICIT and VERTEX-COMPRESSED k L representations only obtain about a 20-50% reduction in storage requirements compared to their k S counterparts (e.g. 26.2 MB vs. 32.0 MB for the EXPLICIT NEPTUNE dataset), the COMPRESSED k L datasets are 3-10 times as compact as their k S counterparts (e.g. Table 2 : Storage costs (in MBs) and average spanning (χ) and reference (µ) numbers for different Stellar tree encodings.
NEPTUNE dataset).
Next, comparing the three encodings, we see that SRE compressing the vertices alone, as in the VERTEX-COMPRESSED representation achieves only 10-20% reduction in storage requirements compared to the EXPLICIT representation. In contrast, compressing the vertices and top cells, as in our COMPRESSED representation, yields an order of magnitude improvement, requiring around 10-20 times less storage. This trend is nicely tracked by comparing the average references number µ to the average spanning number χ, where χ is typically around ten times larger than µ.
Considering the hierarchical storage requirements against those of the original indexed base mesh, we observe that EXPLICIT Stellar trees require about 50% to 80% the storage of the base mesh, while COMPRESSED Stellar trees require only about around 10% (k S ) and 1% (k L ) the storage of the EXPLICIT representation. Thus, practically the entire storage costs for the COMPRESSED representation are due to the underlying indexed mesh.
In the remainder of this paper, we restrict our attention to the COMPRESSED Stellar Tree, which we will refer to simply as the Stellar tree.
Comparison with dimensionindependent data structures
In this subsection, we compare the Stellar tree to the topological data structures proposed in the literature for simplicial complexes. Based on our analysis of the literature (see Section 3.1), the most relevant dimension-independent topological data structures to the Stellar tree are: the Incidence Graph (IG), the Incidence Simplicial (IS), the Simplex tree and the IA * data structures. Since Canino et al. demonstrated that the IA * data structure is more compact than the IG and the IS data structures for low and higher-dimensional datasets [Canino et al., 2011, Canino and De Floriani, 2014] , we restrict our comparisons to the IA * data structure and the Simplex tree.
The IA * data structure has been defined for dimensionindependent simplicial complexes, and in this work it has been extended to dimension-independent CP complexes. It explicitly encodes all vertices and top CP k-cells in Σ, with 0 < k ≤ d, as well as the following relations:
(i) boundary relation R k,0 (σ ) for each top CP k-cell σ ; Table 3 : Storage costs, expressed in megabytes, of the several data structures on experimental datasets.
(ii) adjacency relation R k,k (σ ) for each top CP k-cell σ ; (iii) co-boundary relation R k−1,k (τ) for each nonmanifold (k-1)-cell τ bounding a top CP k-cell; (iv) partial co-boundary relation R * 0,k (v) for each vertex v. This consists of one arbitrarily selected top CP k-cell from each k-cluster in the star of v, where a k-cluster is a (k − 2)-connected component of the link of v. The Simplex tree encodes all j-simplices in Σ, with 0 ≤ j ≤ d, and each block in the tree represents a vertex index. Each simplex σ is uniquely represented as an ordered path in the trie whose nodes correspond to the boundary vertices of σ . Thus, the nodes of the tree are in bijection with the simplices of the complex, and a Simplex tree over a simplicial complex with |Σ| simplices (of any dimension) contains exactly |Σ| nodes. We compare the Stellar tree to the implementation provided in [GUDHI, 2016] , where each node of a Simplex tree requires 3 references to the tree structure (one pointer to the parent node, one pointer to the first of the children and one pointer to the next sibling node) and a reference to the label of the vertex, for a total of 4|Σ| references. We note that this implementation only supports the efficient extraction of boundary relations. An implementation that supports extraction of co-boundary and adjacency relations (as defined in [Boissonnat and Maria, 2014] ) would require additional storage.
The Stellar tree and the IA * data structure can both represent CP complexes in arbitrary dimensions and thus the two structures have the same expressive power. Conversely, the Simplex tree can represent only simplicial complexes in arbitrary dimensions. A difference between the Stellar tree and the other two data structures is that the Stellar tree requires that the complex must be embedded in a space E n , while the other data structures are purely topological and do not require a spatial embedding.
We now consider the storage requirements for the different data structures (cf. Table 3 ). In 3D we consider triangle, tetrahedral, quad and hexahedral meshes, while in arbitrary dimensions we evaluate the storage costs on probabilistic-refinement models and Vietoris-Rips complexes. The analysis compares the topological overhead of the data structures, and thus, we omit the cost of the geometry of the underlying complex, which is common to all the data structures. For the Stellar tree we consider the full connectivity requirements, i.e., we consider both the hierarchy H and the boundary relation R k,0 from the base mesh (see column tot in Table 3 ).
We can note that the Stellar tree is always more compact than the IA * data structure, requiring, on average, half of the storage on triangles, quads, tetrahedral meshes, probabilistic-refinement datasets and on V-Rips complexes, and from 40% to 50% less storage on hexahedral meshes. Considering now the connectivity storage costs, i.e., the storage required by the hierarchical structure H for the Stellar tree (see column index in Table 3 ) and the cost to encode the co-boundary and adjacencies relations in the IA * data structure (see column conn. in Table 3 ), we can note that the Stellar tree requires, with the used k V values, a small fraction of the storage required by the IA * data structure, saving, in general, from 90% to 99% of the storage and from 80% to 99% on hexahedral datasets.
Comparing now the Stellar tree with respect to the Simplex tree, we can observe that the Stellar tree is always more compact, requiring from 65% to 80% less storage on 3D models, and from 85% to 99% less storage on the higher dimensional ones. We can observe how the storage requirements of the Simplex tree degenerate as the complex dimension increases.
These results confirm that the Stellar tree can efficiently represent non-manifold complexes in higher dimensions, with only a slight overhead relative to that of the indexed base mesh. This is largely due to the Stellar tree's exploitation and SRE compression of the complex's spatial locality.
General application paradigm
An advantage of the Stellar tree data structure is that it enables one to defer decisions about the details of the local topological data structure. Thus, one can easily customize the structure and layout of the representation to better suit the application.
We note that processing individual mesh elements in a Stellar tree representation can be expensive due to the compressed leaf block format. For example, to reconstruct the star of a given vertex v, we must first identify the leaf block b indexing v, and then visit the top cell lists in b to identify those that are incident in v. To amortize the reconstruction costs, we adopt a batched processing strategy for Stellar tree applications, in which we locally reconstruct and process local subsets of the complex. This tends to work well in practice since mesh processing applications are often applied to the entire complex or to spatially coherent regions of interest.
The general paradigm for executing applications on the Stellar tree is to iterate through the leaf blocks of the hierarchy H, locally processing the encoded complex in a streaming manner. For each leaf block b in H, we construct a local topological data structure catered to the application and use to process the local complex. We refer to this local data structure as an expanded leaf-block representation b E . Once we finish processing the leaf block b, we can discard b E and begin processing the next block.
For efficiency and at relatively low storage overhead, we can cache the expanded leaf block representation b E , using, e.g., a Least-Recent-Used (LRU) cache. This can be especially advantageous in applications that require processing portions of the complex in neighboring leaf block b. Adopting a fixed size cache allows us to amortize the extraction of the local data structures, with a controllable storage overhead.
Algorithm 4 shows the general paradigm for executing an application on the Stellar tree. The algorithm recursively visits all the blocks of the hierarchy H. If block b is internal, we recursively call the procedure on b's children blocks. Otherwise, b is a leaf block, so we either recover b E from the LRU cache (rows 5-10) or construct the desired application-dependent local topological data structure b E . After using this local data structure to process the local geometry in b (row 9), we either cache or discard b E (rows 10-13).
We distinguish between applications executed on a Stellar tree based on a local or a global approach. In the former, the scope of auxiliary variables and data structures is limited to that of a single leaf block b, or to a restricted subset of its neighbors. In the latter, auxiliary variables are maintained globally (outside the scope of a leaf block b) as we process the complex. In general, the local approach is preferred for applications that extract or analyze local features, while the global approach is preferred for applications that extract or analyze global features. Examples of the former include those that depend on the link or star of mesh elements or on the gradient of a scalar field defined on the vertices of the complex. Examples of the latter include geometric simplification or morphological feature analysis. discard b E
The decision between using a local and global approach involves a tradeoff between minimizing memory and execution times. Due to the limited scope of auxiliary data structures in the local approach, the storage overhead is typically proportional to the complexity of the local complex. However, this strategy leads to an increased number of memory allocations relative to a global approach since each leaf block expansion requires memory allocations. Conversely, while the auxiliary data structures in the global approach are allocated only once, these structures can require significantly more storage space compared to the local approach.
Current Developments
Currently, we are extensively experiment the Stellar tree on several applications, such as:
1. the extraction of individual topological relations, focusing on the more interesting co-boundary and adjacency relations; 2. the generation of existing state of the art topological data structures, such as the half-edge data structure over polynomial complexes and adjacency based data structures of manifold (IA) and non-manifold (IA * ) CP complexes; Topological queries are the key building blocks for locally traversing and processing the underlying complex. Co-boundary queries are naturally supported by the Stellar decomposition model. By definition, all regions of the decomposition that contain at least one vertex of a CP cell τ must index all CP cells in the star of τ (see Equation 1). Since the top cells are explicitly represented in Σ, the key topological relations to extract is the the vertex co-boundary relation R 0,k restricted to the top k-cells of Σ. The restricted vertex co-boundary relation R 0,k in a leaf block b can be generated by inverting boundary relation R k,0 on the top CP k-cells in Φ T OP (b). Since the indexed vertices in the leaf blocks of a COMPRESSED Stellar tree are contiguous, with indices in the range [v start , v end ), we encode our local data structure using an array of size |Φ V ERT (b)| = v end − v start . Each position in the array corresponds to a vertex indexed by b and points to an (initially empty) list of indexes from Σ T . We populate these arrays by iterating through relation R k,0 of the top CP kcells in Φ T OP (b). For each cell σ whose boundary relation R k,0 (σ ) has a vertex with index i v ∈ [v start , v end ), we add the index of σ to vertex v's list. All the other co-boundary relations are just a specialization of the restricted vertex co-boundary.
The efficient extraction of topological relations is required for the generation of topological data structures within the Stellar tree. In our current developments we are considering two popular topological mesh data structures over CP complexes: the half-edge data structure over polygonal 2-manifolds and the IA * data structure over nonmanifold CP complexes in arbitrary dimension. These two applications demonstrate the versatility of the Stellar tree representation and exercise many of the operations necessary for other mesh processing tasks. In both cases, we define customized topological relations and auxiliary data structures as we stream through the leaf blocks of the tree and take either a global approach, to reconstruct the full topological data structure, or a local approach, which reconstructs coherent subsets of the full data structure restricted to the portion of the complex indexed within each leaf block. In the former case, Stellar trees enable generating the global topological data structures using a fraction of the memory as would be required to directly generate from an indexed representation. In the latter case, the local approach can be used to adapt local regions of the Stellar tree's underlying complex to algorithms defined for existing topological data structures.
